Pergola™ FAQ
What is Pergola?
Rapid space creation for your people and your facility.
Pergola is an architectural system where people can get
away to connect, collaborate and focus. Through a spectrum
of materiality choices, Pergola offers a broad range of space
and room solutions that are scalable in performance and
application. Pergola is easy to specify, install, and
reconfigure, and complements base building architecture
without the permanence of construction.
Pergola Basics
Start with aluminum post and beam frames to create space.
From there add high performing vertical surfaces and
integrated technology to delineate space. Finally, enhance
the space with curtains, vertical slats, ceiling elements, and
integrated lighting. You now have created a space that has
reduced visual and acoustic distractions and improves
connection, collaboration, and focus.
Pergola SOL
Painted Aluminum Framing
-

Power

-

8’ Ceiling Height
Smallest Single Room – 4’x4’
Largest Single Room – 12’x12’
Scalable in size in 2’ increments
Ability to gang together to create multi-use
spaces
Half & Full Rounds
Optional Slat Ceiling

Proud Mount Tech Totem
In Wall Modular Power
Vertical & Horizontal Tiles
Inserts

What acoustics properties does Pergola offer?
When we talk about acoustics with Pergola, we want to talk
about sound absorption. Pergola sound absorption allows for
improved focus, improved sound quality for conversations,
and creates a sense of privacy while remaining grounded in
environments with natural light. The variety and choice in
vertical surfaces allow each space to be customized during
the planning process; select PET tiles and curtain for best
sound absorption.
How can Pergola support a healthy and safe work
environment?
The COVID pandemic has reaffirmed the top priority for every
business – Employee Health & Safety which includes
protection from infectious disease. We anticipate this will
cause more people working from home and individual
workstations being just that, for the individual. When team
members want to meet, they will choose spaces designed for
that purpose. This means they need diversity in space and
function. Pergola is the architectural system that provides
these meeting destinations

-

Wallcovering, Laminate (HPL), Markerboard, PET

When will Pergola be available for order?
We are excited to have Pergola available July 2021 with a 5week lead-time.

-

10mm Tempered Glass, Painted Aluminum
Slats, Laminated (HPL) Slats, Curtains

Where can I find out more information?
Reach out to your local Haworth dealer to find out more.

Accessories
-

What does freestanding architecture mean?
Pergola is – at its core - a post and beam system intended to
be 100% floor supported. To this room foundation, you can
layer on performance with vertical surfaces, in-fills like
glazing, curtains and slats, and ceiling elements. It really is
your go anywhere, do anything space solution. Pergola is built
to be strong and stable while untethered to the base building
– except at the floor. We also know many of our customers
are in seismic zones, and we have designed a simple and
easy seismic kit that will allow Pergola to be used in these
areas as well.

Transaction Worksurfaces
Lighting Support
Coat Hooks
Accessory Shelves
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